Background {#Sec1}
==========

In a recent paper by Grzymkowski et al. ([@CR17]), an analytical method for finding the approximate temperature distribution in a solidifying plate modeled by the one-phase problem $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This technique, which is plausible provided series ([2](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) is convergent in the interval $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The discrete version of Lie-group symmetric reduction was introduced by Levi and Winternitz ([@CR20]), Levi and Winternitz ([@CR21]). This novelty afforded the study of symmetry reductions of several classes of differential-difference equations: Shen ([@CR31]) used a combination of the classical Lie-group method and symbolic computation to solve nonlinear constant coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {D}}\Delta {\mathcal {E}}$$\end{document}$s; Shen et al. ([@CR29]) derived symmetry reductions of Toda-like lattice equations by a similar method; while Li et al. ([@CR22]) and Lv et al. ([@CR23]) deployed a synthesis of the Lie group and Harrison-Estabrook geometric techniques in the study of Lie symmetries of some differential-difference equations. The technique employed in this paper derives partly from that of Shen ([@CR30]) in which the direct similarity method of Clarkson and Kruskal ([@CR9]) was extended to the study of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Solidification of materials has been extensively studied in the literature, see Kurz and Fisher ([@CR18]), Dantzig and Rappaz ([@CR10]), Glicksman ([@CR14]) and the references therein, and still receives continuous attention due to its huge significance to industrial processes. Several mathematical techniques have been developed and exploited in the study of models similar to  ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}); Chuang and Szekely ([@CR8]) proposed a Green's function-based semi-analytical method for studying approximate solutions of a solidification problem; Charach and Zoglin ([@CR7]) employed a combination of the heat balance integral method (Goodman [@CR16]; Mitchell and Myers [@CR25]; Layeni and Johnson [@CR19]) and time-dependent perturbation theory to construct approximate solutions for solidification of a finite slab which is valid for small Stefan numbers and uniformly in time; Prud'homme et al. ([@CR27]) investigated heat transfer during the solidification of materials in various geometries by the method of strained coordinates; and Gonzalez et al. ([@CR15]) developed a computational simulation system for modelling a solidification process during continuous casting.

Grzymkowski et al. resorted to deriving approximate analytical and numerical solutions for Eq. ([4](#Equ10){ref-type=""}), and consequently Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), primarily due to the difficulty encountered in obtaining closed-form solutions satisfying boundary conditions Eq. ([3](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). Consequent upon the inability of their approach at solving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The objective of this paper is twofold. The one is to construct exact solutions to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Clarkson--Kruskal's similarity reduction and explicit solutions {#Sec2}
===============================================================
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Clarkson--Kruskal similarity reduction {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------

As a result of the variant of Clarkson--Kruskal's direct method due to Shen ([@CR30]), the following system of equations can be sieved from Eq. ([6](#Equ12){ref-type=""}): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proceeding from Eq. ([7a](#Equ13){ref-type=""}), it is observed that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### **Corollary 1** {#FPar2}
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A variant Clarkson--Kruskal similarity reduction {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------

Equation ([6](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) can be alternatively pictured as the system of uncoupled equations$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The above results can be summarized as the following.

### **Theorem 2** {#FPar3}
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If the constraints due to Eqs. ([3a](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) to ([3c](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) are further imposed on solutions given by Theorem [2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### **Corollary 2** {#FPar4}
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Application to the plate solidification problem {#Sec5}
===============================================

Traveling wave solutions {#Sec6}
------------------------

In this subsection, Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} is applied in solving Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). This approach is only admissible provided the range of convergence$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarity solutions {#Sec7}
--------------------

The study of similarity solutions to the solidification problem due the analyses of "[Clarkson--Kruskal's similarity reduction and explicit solutions](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section is hinged on the nature of the second solution of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Illustration {#Sec8}
------------

In this Subsection, we shall illustrate some of the results obtained in the earlier parts of the Section. Suppose that the material under consideration is the same as chosen by Grzymkowski et al. ([@CR17]), having thermal conductivity 25 W/mK, latent heat of fusion 247,000 J/kg, density 7000 kg/m$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### *Example 1* {#d30e14068}
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### *Example 2* {#d30e14294}
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Conclusion {#Sec12}
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In the present paper similarity reductions of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The application of the results obtained can be extended to solidification and melting processes in other simple geometries, directly so the spherical. While the results obtained herein are by no means exhaustive, as there remains interesting lines of study concerning exact analyses and qualitative properties of Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for arbitrary continuously differentiable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\xi (t)$$\end{document}$ yet unconsidered, the approach presented herein offers fresh and insightful perspectives for exact analyses of differential-difference equations as well as solidification problems.
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